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1

Voltage control of magnetic order is desirable for spintronic device applications, but 180° magnetization switching is not
straightforward because electric fields do not break time-reversal symmetry. Ferrimagnets are promising candidates for 180°
switching owing to a multi-sublattice configuration with opposing magnetic moments of different magnitudes. In this study
we used solid-state hydrogen gating to control the ferrimagnetic order in rare earth–transition metal thin films dynamically.
Electric field-induced hydrogen loading/unloading in GdCo can shift the magnetic compensation temperature by more than
100 K, which enables control of the dominant magnetic sublattice. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism measurements and ab initio calculations indicate that the magnetization control originates from the weakening of antiferromagnetic exchange coupling
that reduces the magnetization of Gd more than that of Co upon hydrogenation. We observed reversible, gate voltage-induced
net magnetization switching and full 180° Néel vector reversal in the absence of external magnetic fields. Furthermore, we generated ferrimagnetic spin textures, such as chiral domain walls and skyrmions, in racetrack devices through hydrogen gating.
With gating times as short as 50 μs and endurance of more than 10,000 cycles, our method provides a powerful means to tune
ferrimagnetic spin textures and dynamics, with broad applicability in the rapidly emerging field of ferrimagnetic spintronics.

C

ontrolling the magnetic state of devices by electrical means
is critical for spin-based data storage and logic1,2. One of the
key technological challenges is to achieve efficient 180° magnetic switching by electrical means. Current methods are mostly
based on local magnetic fields or spin torques3,4. Due to a much
lower energy consumption5,6, voltage-controlled magnetization
switching is desirable. However, it is inherently difficult because
electric fields do not induce the required time-reversal symmetry
breaking for 180° magnetic switching. Many methods, such as using
piezoelectric and multiferroic materials5,7–11, are being explored for
voltage-controlled magnetization switching. However, these methods involve either high voltages for inducing enough strain, or difficult fabrication procedures.
Multi-sublattice materials present unique opportunities for voltage control of magnetism12,13, with ferrimagnets being promising for
achieving 180° switching owing to their multi-sublattice configuration with magnetic moments of different magnitudes opposing each
other. By tuning the relative sublattice magnetization magnitudes,
the net magnetization can be reversed. Moreover, compared with
ferromagnets, ferrimagnets offer technological advantages as they
allow for small spin textures14, fast spin dynamics14–16 and ultrafast optical switching17. However, the conventional approaches to
controlling the compensation of ferrimagnets, such as varying the
composition at fabrication18, annealing19,20, heating or cooling21 and

hydrogen gas exposure22,23, do not allow for localized electrical actuation. Ultrashort light pulses have been shown to enable all-optical
switching of ferrimagnets17,24,25, however, the need for an ultrafast
laser source may complicate device designs and the optical paths
may be difficult to scale.
Here, we show the reversible control of the dominant sublattice of a rare earth–transition metal (RE–TM) alloy ferrimagnet
(GdCo) by a gate voltage (VG) using a solid-state hydrogen pump26.
The control originates from the injection of hydrogen, sourced
from ambient moisture through hydrolysis, into GdCo, which
tunes the relative sublattice magnetizations and hence the degree of
compensation. By applying a small VG, the compensation temperature (TM) can be shifted by >100 K, and the dominant sublattice
can be reversibly switched under ambient, isothermal conditions.
Element-specific X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
revealed that hydrogenation reduces the sublattice magnetization of Gd substantially, but only modestly reduces that of Co.
Mean-field modelling of the experimental data combined with ab
initio calculations suggest that this results from hydrogen-induced
reduction of the inter-sublattice exchange coupling strength that
is largely responsible for the Gd sublattice order. We demonstrate
here that the dominant sublattice can be toggled using pulses as
short as 50 μs at room temperature, and that the devices show no
degradation after >104 gating cycles. Using appropriately designed
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Fig. 1 | Dominant sublattice toggling and compensation temperature gating of GdCo. a, Cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron micrograph
(left) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopic chemical profile (right) of a GdCo heterostructure. Scale bar, 5 nm. b, Schematic illustration of the device
in the virgin state (top) and after applying a positive gate voltage (bottom). The Pd protection layer on top of the GdCo layer has been omitted. The arrows
represent the ferrimagnetic alignment of sublattice magnetization (MGd and MCo). c–e, Laser MOKE hysteresis loops measured at the gate region of the
device as fabricated (c), after applying VG = +2.5 V for 180 s (d) and after applying VG = −0.5 V subsequently for 30 s. Insets: differential wide-field MOKE
images of the gate area. The colour bar for the MOKE contrast images is shown in the inset to c. The values −1 and +1 (a.u.) indicate that the Co sublattice
aligns antiparallel and parallel to the external field, respectively. All three images share the same colour scale. f, Coercivity (Hc) versus temperature in the
virgin state (red circles) and after applying a positive VG (blue squares), showing hydrogen gating induces a decrease in TM of >100 K. The dashed lines are
for guidance only. The red and blue vertical lines indicate the estimated compensation temperatures for virgin and gated states, respectively. Adapted with
permission from ref. 50, MIT.

heterostructures, we have achieved external-field-free deterministic 180° reversal of either the net magnetization or the Néel vector
using a gate voltage alone, showing that this strategy has promise
for device implementation. Finally, reversed domain and skyrmion

bubble can be generated in racetrack devices because the approach
allows for localized electrical control. This approach provides a
new platform for voltage control of magnetism and enables a new
type of magnetic bit writing.
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Fig. 2 | XMCD and MFA modelling of the effect of hydrogen gating on GdCo. a, Exemplary Co L2,3 and Gd M4,5 XAS spectra (top) and XMCD spectra
(middle and bottom) before and after application of a positive VG at T = 280 K. The virgin XAS spectra are drawn with thicker black lines while the
gated XAS spectra are drawn in thinner green lines. b, Net magnetization (top) and magnetization of Gd and Co (middle and bottom) as a function of
temperature before and after application of a positive VG. The error bars represent propagated errors from the variations in the XMCD integral of the Gd
M5 peak or the Co L3 peak (p) and the total XMCD integral (q) from the choice of integration limits of the sum rule. The solid lines show the results of MFA
modelling, and the dashed lines show extrapolated modelling results. f.u., formula unit Gd0.45Co0.55. c, Extracted model parameters from MFA modelling
showing the ratio of Gd atoms that are magnetic (top) and exchange coupling strengths (bottom). The error bars represent standard deviation errors of
the parameters.

Dominant sublattice switching and TM gating

Our experiments focused on amorphous GdxCo100–x (GdCo), an
perpendicularly magnetized ferrimagnet with antiparallel Gd and
Co sublattices. Because the magnitude (|MGd|) of the Gd sublattice
magnetization (MGd) varies more strongly with T than does the
magnitude (|MCo|) of the Co sublattice magnetization (MCo)27, the
dominant sublattice depends on the alloy composition and temperature (T). We studied voltage-controlled hydrogen gating in
Ta/(Pd or Pt)/Gd45Co55/Pd/GdOx/Au films grown on thermally oxidized Si (see Methods). The amorphous nature of the GdCo layer
is confirmed by the cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph in Fig. 1a. The composition of the GdCo layer was chosen
such that the net magnetization (M = MGd + MCo) is Gd-dominant
(|MGd|>|MCo|) at room temperature (Supplementary Information).
Under positive VG, the top GdOx/Au gate catalyses water dissociation sourced from ambient humidity and proton injection (ref. 26).
The upper Pd layer protects the GdCo from oxidation and allows
hydrogen to diffuse through28.
To study the effect of VG on the ferrimagnetic order, the top Au
layer was patterned into isolated electrodes on an otherwise continuous film. The bottom metal layers (Ta/Pd) serve as the back
electrode, allowing for localized gating (Fig. 1b; see Methods). The
polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) was used to measure
the out-of-plane hysteresis loops with a focused laser spot positioned over the gate. It has been shown26,29,30 that in metal/GdOx/Au
stacks, the application of a positive gate voltage VG ≳ 1.2 V leads
to the dissociation of water molecules at the Au/GdOx interface
and injects protons toward the bottom electrode where they form
neutral H by recombining with electrons. A negative VG reverses
the process, allowing for solid-state hydrogen loading/unloading.
Figure 1c–e shows the GdCo hysteresis loops measured in the virgin
state (Fig. 1c), after applying VG = +2.5 V (180 s) (Fig. 1d) and after
subsequently applying VG = −0.5 V (30 s) (Fig. 1e). The data show a
Nature Nanotechnology | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology

reversible voltage-gated inversion of the MOKE polarity, which is
localized in the gate region as seen in wide-field differential MOKE
contrast images (insets in Fig. 1c–e; see Methods). The Kerr rotation
in GdCo arises primarily from the Co sublattice31. Therefore, this
inversion suggests that MCo switches from being antiparallel (determined by the initial composition of GdCo) to parallel with respect
to M under positive VG; that is, the dominant sublattice switches
from Gd to Co (Fig. 1b) upon hydrogen loading.
Figure 1f shows the coercivity (Hc) versus T before and after
applying VG = +2.5 V. The divergence of Hc occurs at the magnetization compensation temperature (TM), at which |MCo| = |MGd| and
hence |M| = 0. The virgin state has a TM ≈ 330 K, consistent with a
Gd-dominant M at room temperature. After gating, TM decreases to
~220 K, so the room-temperature magnetization is Co-dominant,
consistent with the inversion of MOKE polarity observed in Fig. 1d.
Gating experiments conducted under different atmospheric conditions (Supplementary Information) confirmed that this effect only
occurs when water is present in the gas environment, consistent
with hydrogen gating by water hydrolysis at the top electrode26. This
remarkable change in TM, by >100 K, shows that hydrogen gating
allows for facile solid-state control of ferrimagnetic order and 180°
switching of M by tuning the relative magnitude of MGd and MCo
using a small VG.

Hydrogen-enabled switching of ferrimagnetic order

To gain mechanistic insight into the observed TM gating by hydrogenation, we used element-specific XMCD in transmission to directly
measure the thickness-averaged Gd and Co sublattice magnetizations and their change upon VG application. The geometry and
auxiliary layers of the devices discussed above were modified for
XMCD measurement (see Methods) while the GdCo layer was kept
the same. Figure 2a shows exemplary X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and XMCD spectra of the Gd M4,5 and Co L2,3 edges
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Fig. 3 | Ab initio calculations of the effect of hydrogen loading. a, Crystal structure of the model system GdCo2Hx (C15 Laves phase). The purple, blue
and small white spheres represent Gd, Co and H atoms, respectively. b, Exchange coupling constants (Ji–j) versus hydrogen loading in GdCo2Hx, obtained
by DFT calculations. c, Sublattice and net magnetizations of GdCo2Hx at T = 300 K obtained from spin dynamics modelling. Adapted with permission
from ref. 50, MIT.

at 280 K before and after applying VG = +5 V for 5 min, measured
with a fixed out-of-plane field of 1 T. The XAS spectra are indistinguishable before and after gating, however, the signs of both the Gd
and Co XMCD signals invert, indicating the dominant sublattice
switched from Gd to Co, consistent with Fig. 1f.
The temperature dependence of the sublattice magnetization
was extracted from similarly collected XMCD spectra before and
after gating using the dichroism sum rules (Fig. 2b; see Methods).
The magnetization of Gd exhibits a sizable reduction upon gating,
whereas that of Co changes much less. To further understand the
fundamental mechanism of the observed changes, we modelled the
temperature dependence using a two-sublattice mean-field approximation (MFA; see Methods). The modelling results (Fig. 2b) agree
well with the experimental data. The extracted model parameters
(Fig. 2c) suggest that hydrogen loading induces a much larger fractional decrease in the inter-sublattice exchange coupling strength
(JGd–Co) than the Co intra-sublattice exchange coupling strength
(JCo–Co). The decrease in JGd–Co reduces the finite-temperature MGd,
which we identify as the origin of the observed dominant sublattice
toggling and TM gating.
To further understand the mechanism, we performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations with a crystalline
GdCo2 supercell model system (Fig. 3a). Ab initio calculations
revealed that the zero-temperature Gd moment is insensitive to
hydrogenation as the f electrons are highly localized, and the Co
moment varies only slightly upon hydrogenation (Supplementary
Information). This alone is insufficient to explain the dominant
sublattice switching. We further studied the effect of hydrogenation on inter- and intra-lattice exchange interactions using
a Heisenberg model (see Methods). The results show that JGd–Co
decreases drastically upon hydrogenation, whereas JCo–Co experiences a more modest fractional decrease (Fig. 3b). Because Gd–Gd
exchange coupling is weak, JGd–Co is predominantly responsible for
stabilizing |MGd| at finite temperature. Monte-Carlo spin dynamics simulations (see Methods) for GdCo2, GdCo2H and GdCo2H2
(Fig. 3c) using the DFT-calculated exchange constants show that
although GdCo2 is dominated by Gd at room temperature32,33, the
net magnetization is reduced in GdCo2H due to a reduction in
|MGd| relative to |MCo|, and the dominant sublattice is reversed
for GdCo2H2. These results qualitatively agree with the XMCD
results and point to hydrogen-gated modulation of JGd–Co as the
origin of the experimentally observed shift in TM. Although ab
initio calculations were performed for crystalline unit cells for
computational efficiency, the qualitative behaviour is expected to
be similar for the amorphous GdCo in the experiments because
second-nearest-neighbour exchange constants are negligible
(Supplementary Information).

Reversibility and speed of dominant sublattice gating

We next examined the reversibility of sublattice switching electrically using devices with a standard Hall cross geometry (see
Methods and Fig. 4a). Out-of-plane hysteresis loops were measured by means of the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) resistance
(RAHE) while applying VG. Similarly to MOKE contrast, RAHE arises
primarily from Co18,34–36, because the rare-earth 4f electrons are far
below the Fermi level, so the AHE probes the orientation of MCo
in the coupled system. Therefore, similarly to MOKE contrast,
The toggling of the dominant sublattice by VG should manifest as
an inversion of the AHE hysteresis loop. Figure 4b shows the time
sequence of Hc acquired as VG was cycled between +3 and −1.5 V
(see also Supplementary Video for the hysteresis loops). Starting in
the Gd-dominant state, the positive VG causes Hc to first increase
rapidly, as the GdCo is driven through compensation, and then to
decrease after the inversion of the AHE loop. The negative VG brings
the GdCo back through compensation to the Gd-dominant state.
Because the change is continuous, the degree of compensation can
be precisely tuned by controlling the VG and dwell time, providing
analogue access to intermediate states with a wide range of Hc in
both polarities.
The time required to toggle the dominant sublattice at room temperature can be substantially shortened by using a VG of larger amplitude. The hysteresis loop of a device starting in the Gd-dominant
state inverted after applying a pulse of +16 V for 50 μs (Fig. 4c). This
is more rapid than other recent reports of magneto-ionic switching
(for example ref. 26). Even faster switching should be accessible with
a higher VG or a thinner GdOx layer to achieve a higher electric field.
Figure 4d shows the AHE loop polarity versus cycle number as the device was cycled >10,000 times between the Gd- and
Co-dominant states (see Methods), and also the hysteresis loops
at Cycles 1 and 10,000. The results show that the magnetic property switching is remarkably reversible, with no evidence of device
wear out or irreversible changes of the magnetic property after an
unprecedented degree of cycling.

Field-free net magnetization and Néel vector reversal

The net magnetization vector M = MCo + MGd and the Néel vector N = MCo − MGd are parallel (antiparallel) to one another in the
Co (Gd)-dominant states. Therefore, fixing the direction of M can
allow the direction of N to be inverted by VG, and vice versa. Here,
we demonstrate deterministic, 180° voltage-controlled reversal of
either M or N in the absence of an external magnetic field using
appropriate biasing layers.
The direction of M naturally inverts as GdCo is driven across
the compensation point; to make this process deterministic, that
is, to ensure that a given voltage polarity leads to a well-defined
Nature Nanotechnology | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology
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Fig. 4 | Reversibility and speed of dominant sublattice gating characterized by electrical measurements. a, Schematic illustration of the Hall cross
device structure. The Pd protection layer on top of the GdCo layer has been omitted. I, current; V, voltage. b, Coercivity (Hc) of hysteresis loops versus
time, acquired as VG was cycled between +3 V (5 s) and −1.5 V (5 s), starting in the Gd-dominant state. The red circles and blue squares indicate the
Gd-dominant and Co-dominant states, respectively. c, AHE hysteresis loops measured before (left) and after (right) the application of a VG pulse (+16 V,
50 μs). The waveform of the VG pulse is shown in the middle. d, AHE hysteresis loop polarity as a function of cycle number, showing >10,000 reversible
cycles (top). AHE hysteresis loops of a device at the 1st and 10,000th cycle, in the Gd-dominant (red) and Co-dominant (blue) states (bottom). No
irreversible changes in the hysteresis loop are observed. Adapted with permission from ref. 50, MIT.

direction of M, we integrated an exchange-biasing NiO antiferromagnet underlayer to pin the sublattice orientations of a
Gd-dominant GdCo film (Fig. 5a; see Methods). The exchange
bias direction was set by a fixed magnetic field during growth. The
fully shifted hysteresis loop (Fig. 5b) implies that the zero-field
orientation of M, and hence of MGd, lies along the positive field
direction. Application of a positive VG leads to a MOKE polarity
inversion, corresponding to changing from a Gd-dominant to a
Co-dominant state, but the sign of the MOKE signal at remanence,
Nature Nanotechnology | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology

which tracks the orientation of MCo, is unchanged. Because the
sublattice orientations at remanence are the same, the direction
of M inverts upon hydrogen loading/unloading, which accounts
for the observed change in sign of the exchange bias field. This
functionality, namely voltage control of the net magnetization,
would be desirable in a variety of potential applications, such as
dipole-coupled nanomagnetic logic37,38, reconfigurable magnonic
crystals based on magnetostatic spin waves39,40 and stray field control and steering of fluid-borne particles41,42.
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By replacing the NiO layer with a stray field biasing layer, the
preferred direction of M can instead be fixed, allowing for controlling the orientation of N. We achieved this by integrating an
L10-FePd layer with bulk perpendicular magnetic anisotropy43,44 as a
stray field pinning layer (Fig. 5c). The major hysteresis loop shown
in Fig. 5d, measured in a Hall cross device using the AHE, shows
that the Hc of the FePd layer (~560 Oe) is much higher than that
of the GdCo layer (~20 Oe). The minor hysteresis loops (Fig. 5e),
acquired after saturating the FePd in either the ‘up’ or ‘down’ orientation, show that the stray field fully shifts the GdCo hysteresis loop,
leading to a fixed, deterministic orientation of M at zero external
field. Figure 5f,g show that hydrogen loading/unloading toggles the
zero-field sign of the AHE (Supplementary Information), which,
because it tracks the orientation of MCo, indicates that the sublattice orientations, and hence N, can be repeatedly reversed by gate

voltage cycling. We note that in this case a magnetic field is required
to break the time-inversion symmetry, however, the field direction
is fixed and its source can be integrated into the device, similarly to
spin−orbit torque (SOT) switching devices45,46, which also require a
fixed bias field for operation.

Reversed domain and skyrmion generation

The localized nature of the hydrogen gating allows for applications
such as reversed domain and skyrmion generators in racetrack
devices, as demonstrated in Fig. 6. The reversed domain generator consists of a patterned domain wall track and a rectangular gate
(Fig. 6a; see Methods). The asymmetric heavy-metal layers above
and below GdCo give rise to a Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction
and current-induced spin–orbit torque14,47, stabilizing Néel domain
walls that can be readily displaced by current. The device was
Nature Nanotechnology | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology
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differential wide-field MOKE contrast are shown top right in b and c. The values −1 and +1 (a.u.) indicate that the Co sublattice orientation changes from
up to down and from down to up, respectively. Scale bars, 100 μm. Adapted with permission from ref. 50, MIT.

initialized with a positive out-of-plane magnetic field pulse. In order
to generate a reversed domain in the gate region (Fig. 6a), a positive VG was applied to switch the gated region from Gd-dominant
to Co-dominant. Then a positive out-of-plane magnetic field pulse
was applied to set the direction of M to point up and locally switch
N under the gate, after which a negative VG restored the gated region
to a Gd-dominant state. Figure 6b shows a sequence of differential
MOKE contrast images as the generated reversed ferrimagnetic
domain was moved along the track by longitudinal current pulses.
Both up–down and down–up domain walls moved towards the current flow direction, consistent with SOT-driven left-handed Néel
domain wall movements48. After the reversed domain was moved
out of the gate region, the gate region shows dark contrast as MCo
switched from up to down, and the reversed domain exhibits brighter
contrast as MCo switched from down to up. This result shows that VG
in conjunction with a global out-of-plane external magnetic field
pulse enables the writing of a reversed domain in a defined region,
which can subsequently be displaced by current along a racetrack.
As demonstrated in Fig. 5c–g, the external out-of-plane field can
potentially be replaced by a localized pinned stray field layer.
To further demonstrate the versatility of this approach, we fabricated skyrmion generators with a similar structure to the reversed
domain generator, except for the addition of an Al2O3 hydrogen
blocking layer between the GdOx and Pd layers (see Methods). To
confine the hydrogen loading, we patterned the Al2O3 layer with a
circular hole beneath the rectangular gate. Following the same procedure as for the generation of a reversed domain, a circular reversed
domain in the middle of a racetrack was nucleated and then moved by
current (Fig. 6c). The motion direction of the domain indicates that it
is a left-handed Néel bubble skyrmion. It can be shifted bidirectionally by reversing the current polarity (Supplementary Information).

sourced from the hydrolysis of H2O in ambient moisture, into
GdCo, reducing |MGd| more than |MCo| and therefore reducing
TM. We have shown that the TM value for GdCo can be shifted by
>100 K, the dominant sublattice can be isothermally switched using
pulses as short as 50 μs and devices show no degradation after >104
gating cycles, making it of potential use for realizing spintronic synapse49. The approach allows for voltage-induced net magnetization
modulation and switching, and full 180° Néel vector reversal in the
absence of an external magnetic field. The localized switching allows
for reversed domain and skyrmion generation on racetrack devices,
revealing potential applications in solid-state magnetic data storage
and logic. We expect that the approach should be applicable to the
larger family of RE–TM magnets and be able to control a wide range
of properties and phenomena, such as spin dynamics and spin texture characteristics. This localized MOKE contrast switching may
have potential applications in an energy-efficient magneto-optical
spatial light modulator with high pixel density.
Finally, we note that data from Figs. 1, 3, 4 and 6 and associated
text were also presented in ref. 50.

Conclusions
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We have demonstrated here the reversible control of the dominant
sublattice of a ferrimagnet by a gate voltage in an all-solid-state
structure. The control originates from the injection of hydrogen,
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Sample preparation. All samples were grown using magnetron sputtering. The
samples for the MOKE measurements presented in Fig. 1 had a layer structure of
Ta (4 nm)/Pd (6 nm)/Gd45Co55 (6 nm)/Pd (10 nm)/GdOx (30 nm)/Au (3 nm). The
samples for XMCD measurements had a layer structure of Ta (4 nm)/Pd (6 nm)/
Gd45Co55 (8 nm)/Pd (10 nm)/yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ; 30 nm)/Au (3 nm)
grown on Si3N4 membrane chips with a 500 μm × 500 μm membrane window of
thickness 200 nm (Silson). The samples for electrical measurements, reversed
domain generation and structural characterization had a layer structure of Ta
(3 nm)/Pt (3 nm)/Gd45Co55 (6 nm)/Pd (6 nm)/Al2O3 (20 nm)/GdOx (30 nm)/Au
(3 nm). The samples for net magnetization switching and switchable exchange
bias studies had a layer structure of NiO (33 nm)/Pd (1 nm)/Gd45Co55 (6 nm)/
Pd (10 nm)/GdOx (30 nm)/Au (3 nm). The samples for the external-field-free
switching of sublattices had a layer structure of Cr (15 nm)/Ru (5 nm)/L10-FePd
(7.5 nm)/Ta (5 nm)/Al2O3 (5 nm)/Ta (4 nm)/Pt (3 nm)/Gd45Co55 (5 nm)/Pd (6 nm)/
Gd2O3 (20 nm) grown on a (001) single-crystal MgO substrate. All layers were
grown at nominal room temperature, except for the growth of Cr (15 nm)/Ru
(5 nm)/L10-FePd (7.5 nm) layers, when the substrate temperature was kept at
350 °C. The pressure of the Ar gas was set at 4.5 mtorr for the FePd layer and at
2.0 mtorr for the Cr (15 nm)/Ru (5 nm) layers and the 5-nm Ta layer immediately
above the FePd layer. Au was grown under 3.5 mtorr Ar. The rest of the Ta, Pt, Pd
and GdCo layers were grown under 3 mtorr Ar sputtering gas. The NiO layer was
grown by reactive sputtering under 1.6 mtorr Ar with 0.07 mtorr O2. The Al2O3
layer was grown reactively under 3 mtorr Ar with 0.1 mtorr O2. The GdOx and
YSZ (8 mol% Y2O3) layers were deposited using radiofrequency sputtering with
3 mtorr Ar and 0.7 mtorr O2. The exchange-biased samples were grown using an
out-of-plane bias field of 2.8 kOe. The thickness of the Pd layer between NiO and
GdCo was optimized to minimize the reduction of NiO and the oxidation of GdCo
while maintaining the exchange bias51.
Shadow masking was used to pattern the 3-nm top Au electrodes for the
MOKE measurements presented in Figs. 1 and 5f, which are of size around
200 × 200 μm. The Hall crosses for achieving field-free sublattice switching had
channel dimensions of 400 nm × 400 nm, and were patterned using electron-beam
lithography and then ion milling. The other Hall crosses had channel dimensions
of 6 μm × 6 μm. The domain wall tracks for reversed domain generation were
200-μm long and 20-μm wide, whereas the tracks for skyrmion generation
were 200-μm long and 100-μm wide with a region 80-μm wide and 50-μm
long in the centre. These Hall crosses and domain wall tracks were patterned
using photolithography followed by ion milling. The Al2O3 hydrogen blocking
layer, GdOx electrolyte layer and Au top electrode layer for the Hall crosses and
racetracks were patterned using photolithography followed by lift-off. The Al2O3
hydrogen blocking layer was only incorporated into the skyrmion racetrack in Fig.
6c and patterned to have a 20-μm diameter circular hole located at the centre of the
gate electrode.
Polar laser and wide-field MOKE measurements. MOKE measurements were
performed using a 1 mW laser with a wavelength of 660 nm focused to a spot
size of about 10 μm, and were performed in polar geometry that is sensitive to
out-of-plane magnetization. The sample temperature was controlled by a flow
cryostat. Electrical contact with the top Au electrodes was made using a CuBe
probe, and electrical contact with the bottom electrode was made through the
Pd layer at the sample edge. The hysteresis loops were measured with a laser spot
positioned near the centre of the electrodes. The MOKE differential images in Fig.
1c–e were obtained by subtracting the MOKE images obtained after saturating the
film along the z– direction from the images obtained after saturating the film along
the z+ direction. The MOKE differential images in Fig. 6b,c and Supplementary
Fig. 6 were obtained by subtracting the MOKE images obtained before current
injection from the MOKE images taken after current injection.
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism. Two identical devices were prepared, and
voltage gating was carried out ex situ on one of the two devices prior to X-ray
measurements. YSZ was used instead of GdOx so that the gate oxide did not
contribute to the XAS signal of Gd. YSZ has been reported to allow hydrogen
gating in solid-state structures similarly to GdOx with good performance52. The
XMCD measurements and analysis were performed similarly to previously
reported procedures53. The XMCD spectra were measured at the BOREAS
beamline of the ALBA synchrotron54 with a 90% circularly polarized X-ray beam
for the Gd M4,5 edge and a 100% circularly polarized X-ray beam for the Co L2,3
edge. The X-ray beam was produced by an Apple-II-type undulator. The incident
flux signal was normalized using a gold mesh. The measurements were carried out
in transmission geometry using a silicon diode at normal incidence in a magnetic
field of 1 T parallel to the incoming X-ray. This field strength was chosen to align
the net magnetization while avoiding spin flop. For each measurement, two
spectra per helicity were recorded. The XMCD configuration allows for extraction
of the magnetization along the beam direction as detailed previously55,56. The
average XAS spectrum was calculated from the sum of the alternating helicity
spectra, whereas the XMCD spectrum was obtained from their difference. The Gd
XAS background was corrected by linear interpolation of the off-peak intervals
E < 1,170 eV, 1,192 eV < E < 1,206 eV and E > 1,230 eV, and the Co XAS background
Nature Nanotechnology | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology

was corrected using the off-peak intervals E < 775 eV, 788 eV < E < 791 eV and
E > 800 eV. The magnetizations were calculated by Mz = −μB/ℏ(Lz + 2Sz), where
μB is the Bohr magneton, ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, Lz is the z-component
of the orbital angular momentum, and Sz is the z-component of the spin angular
momentum. For Gd, Lz = 2ℏnhq/r, where nh = 7 is the electron hole number of 4f
states for a Gd atom, q is the total XMCD integral of Gd M4 and M5 peaks, and r is
the total integral over the XAS after background correction. For the calculation of
Sz, the formula Seff = 2Sz + 6Tz was used, where Seff is the effective spin density and
Tz is the magnetic dipole term. Seff was calculated by Seff = ℏnh(5p − 3q)/r, where p is
the XMCD integral of the M5 peak. Assuming that the ratio of Sz/Tz stays the same
as the values for free Gd ions as reported in the literature57, which is expressed by
free
free
Sz /Tz = Sfree
= −3.466/0.01, Sz was derived as Sz = Seff /(2 + 6Tfree
z /Tz
z /Sz ).
For Co, Lz was calculated as Lz = 4ħnhq/3r, where nh = 2.5, q is the total XMCD
integral of Co L2 and L3 peaks, and r is the total integral over the XAS after
background correction. The Tz term was neglected for Co, so Sz was obtained as
Sz = Seff/2, and Seff = ℏnh(6p − 4q)/r, where nh = 2.5 and p is the XMCD integral of
the L3 peak. For both Gd and Co, the errors of p and q were propagated from the
variation of p and q from the actual integration limits.
Mean-field approximation modelling. MFA methods were adapted from
ref. 58 and applied to the GdCo system to understand the change in sublattice
magnetization as a function of temperature before and after hydrogenation. The
molecular fields of the two lattices are given by:
μGd HMFA
Gd = μGd H + xzJGd−Gd σ Gd + (1 − x)zJGd−Co σ Co

(1)

μCo HMFA
Co = μCo H + (1 − x)zJCo−Co σ Gd + xzJGd−Co σ Gd

(2)

where μGd and μCo are the magnetic moments of Gd and Co, respectively, HMFA
Gd and
HMFA
Co are the molecular fields acting on the Gd and Co sublattice spins, x is the
concentration of Gd (x = 0.45 was used in this analysis), σGd and σCo are the spin
polarizations of Gd and Co, respectively, H is the external field (H = 1 T was used
in this analysis), Ji−j is the exchange coupling strength, and z is the coordination
number and was set to 12 for both sublattices. The choice of z does not affect the
ratio of the exchange coupling strength before and after gating.
The magnetic moments of Gd and Co were chosen to be the values obtained
from the sum rule at low temperature (2 K). The Co magnetic moment is close to
the bulk value (1.6–1.7 μB)56, whereas the Gd magnetic moment is smaller than the
bulk value μ0Gd (7.63 μB)59. We assume that this difference primarily arises from the
preferential oxidation of Gd during sample fabrication, leading to a non-magnetic
GdOx interfacial layer in the as-grown state. Application of a gate voltage leads
to an additional small decrease in the average Gd magnetic moment at low
temperature (see Fig. 2b, middle), which we speculate arises from the formation
of a non-magnetic hydride phase that coexists with the magnetic hydrogenated
GdCo. The ratio of μGd/ μ0Gd is denoted as the magnetic atomic ratio of Gd.
The sublattice magnetization per atom MCo = μCoσCo and MGd = μGdσGd can be
obtained by solving the self-consistent equations:
(
)
1
σ Gd = coth ξGd −
ξGd
(3)
ξGd
σ Co =

(

coth ξCo −

1
ξCo

)

ξCo

(4)

where
ξi =

μi HMFA
i
kB T

(5)

where µi is the magnetic moment of Co or Gd, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T
is the temperature.
The exchange coefficient JGd−Gd was neglected in the modelling due to its small
amplitude60. JCo−Co and JGd−Co were fitted to match the magnetization data from the
XMCD sum rules.
The total magnetization per atom can be calculated by:
|Mz | = |xμGd σ Gd + (1 − x) μCo σ Co |.

(6)

Hall effect measurements. AHE measurements were performed using a
lock-in amplifier with an alternating voltage source to provide the drive current
at a frequency of 10 kHz. The drive current amplitude was 0.6 mA for the
400 nm × 400 nm Hall crosses and 0.3 mA for the 6 μm × 6 μm Hall crosses.
Cycling of dominant sublattice at room temperature. VG = +2.3 V (−0.5 V) was
applied at room temperature to switch the device to the Co (Gd)-dominant state.
AHE hysteresis loops were acquired every 0.1 s. After each crossing of compensation,
the polarity of VG was switched once a loop with Hc < 800 Oe was acquired and met
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the criteria of |Mr|/|Ms| > 0.8 for at least the last three consecutive loops, where Mr is
the remanent magnetization and Ms is the saturation magnetization.
Current pulse injection for racetrack experiments. To move the generated
reversed domain along the racetrack, current pulses with a width of 10 μs were
injected through contact pads patterned at either end of the track, and the
current density in the Pt layer was 1.1 × 1011 A m−2. To move the generated bubble
skyrmion, current pulses with a width of 200 μs were injected, and the current
density in the Pt layer was 0.8 × 1011 A m−2. A small, constant out-of-plane field
(−10 Oe) was applied after the generation of the reversed bubble skyrmion to
maintain its size so that it could remain visible in wide-field MOKE microscopy.
Computational methods. First-principles spin-polarized calculations were
performed using DFT and the projector augmented wave method as implemented
in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)61. The exchange-correlation
potential was treated using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with
the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof functional corrected for solids62, with the valence
states 5s25p65d16s24f7 for Gd and 3d74s2 for Co. The GGA+U method63 was
applied to the Gd f orbitals and the Co d orbitals with effective on-site Coulomb
interaction parameter Ueff = 7 and 3 eV, respectively. A 7.103 × 7.103 × 7.103 Å3
supercell of GdCo2 (C15 Laves phases) was used, which contains 8 Gd and 16
Co atoms. A k-point mesh of 8 × 8 × 8 and an energy cut-off of 400 eV were
applied. Our calculations showed that hydrogen solubility is higher for 1Gd3Co
tetrahedral pores, so these interstitials were used to simulate hydride formation
(see Supplementary Information for more details).
Magnetic coupling constants were calculated from the Heisenberg model of the
exchange for nearest neighbours, which is described by the following Hamiltonian:
H=−

1∑
J i− j σ i σ j
2 i,j

(7)

We employed Monte-Carlo simulations as implemented in the VAMPIRE
atomistic code64 to compute the temperature-dependent equilibrium
magnetizations for the GdCo2Hx, using a supercell of 5.78 × 5.78 × 5.78 nm3
that contains 12,288 Co and Gd atoms. The effect of hydrogen absorption was
introduced by modifying the set of exchange correlation constants from the results
of ab initio calculations. System trajectories were simulated for various hydrogen
concentration under constant T = 300 K, with 107 time steps (after 104 equilibration
steps) and an integration time step of 10−15 s. The zero-field equilibrium
magnetizations of the sublattices and the net magnetization were extracted from
these trajectories.
All calculations were carried out using XSEDE computational resources65.

Data availability

Source data are provided with this paper. The XMCD spectra that support
the findings of this study are publicly available at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.4831735.
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